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Abstract—The rate allocation tradeoff between motion vectors
and transform coefficients has a major importance when it comes
to efficient video compression. This paper introduces a new coding mode for an H.264/AVC-like video coder, which improves the
management of this resource allocation. The proposed technique
can be used within any hybrid video encoder allowing a different
coding mode for any macroblock. The key tool of the new mode
is the lossy coding of motion vectors, obtained via quantization:
while the transformed motion-compensated residual is computed
with a high-precision motion vector, the motion vector itself is
quantized before being sent to the decoder, in a rate/distortion
optimized way. Several problems have to be faced with in order to
get an efficient implementation of the coding mode, especially the
coding and prediction of the quantized motion vectors, and the
selection and encoding of the quantization steps. This new coding
mode improves the performance of the hybrid video encoder over
several sequences at different resolutions.
Index Terms—Motion vector, quantization, video coding.

I. Introduction
N EFFICIENT resource allocation between motion vectors (MVs) and motion-compensated residuals is a key
feature in any video coder aiming at good rate-distortion
(RD) performance. However, in standard coders [1]–[3], it is
only possible to indirectly choose how the bit-rate is shared
between MVs and residuals by selecting one among the
several available coding modes for each macroblock (MB).
As a consequence, it has been noted that when a sequence is
encoded at low bit-rate, a large share of resources is allocated
to MVs. The paper by Laroche et al. [4] reports that, for
H.264/AVC, at high bit-rates the residual coding amounts to
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the 70% of the bit budget, and the MVs only require a sheer
17% (the rest of the bit-rate being used for mode selection,
headers, and other information); on the other hand, for lowto-medium bit-rates, the situation is reversed: the MVs can
demand up to the 40% of the rate, the residual accounts for
20% to 30%, and the rest is mainly used for encoding the
mode selection. These statistics suggest that, in the framework
of an hybrid coder, there could be room for performance
improvement if some new coding mode with less costly motion
information is introduced.
This intuition is reinforced by the quantitative study we
carried out in our work. In Fig. 1, we report the average
macroblock rate and distortion for several coding modes in
a H.264/AVC coder (JM v.11.0 KTA 1.4 [5]).1 There is a
significant gap between the low-cost, high-distortion SKIP
mode and the relatively higher-cost, low-distortion INTER
16×16 mode (while INTRA and lossless IPCM modes are
far more expensive and usually not suitable in low bit-rate
context). Therefore, we want to introduce a new coding mode
which should have an intermediate behavior between SKIP and
INTER. To achieve this target we propose the lossy coding of
MVs, obtained thanks to scalar quantization.
The quantization of MVs has attracted the attention of the
video coding community since the mid 1990s [6]–[9], but the
approach proposed in those works mainly amounts to a vector
quantization (VQ) of MVs, with quantized vectors used at the
encoder side to compute both the motion-compensated residual
and prediction, that is to say in closed loop. Lee and Woods
[6] simultaneously estimated and vector quantized the motion
vectors by reinterpreting the block matching algorithm as a
type of vector quantization. Joshi et al. [7] used an entropyconstrained quantization. In the paper by Regunathan and Rose
[8], a RD-optimized codebook for VQ of MVs is designed,
whereas Ribas-Corbera and Neuhoff proposed a model based
optimization of the MV precision [10]. In order to reduce the
cost of the motion information, Da Silva Cruz and Woods
[9] presented an adaptive method based on vector quantization techniques with a dynamically updated codebook. Xiong
et al. [11] used a motion layer decision algorithm to make the
best tradeoff between motion and texture. Some approaches
[12] use a precision limited coding for scalable motion vectors
(vectors estimated at the highest resolution and then scaled
1 These operation points have been obtained on the sequence City; for other
sequences similar results have been obtained.
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Fig. 1.

Average operation points of H.264/AVC modes, sequence City.

down at the decoder). Barbarien et al. used [13] a qualityscalable motion vector coding algorithm using median-based
motion vector prediction, and a heuristic technique for global
rate-allocation. More recently, Wu and Woods [14] proposed
an alphabet general partition of motion vectors to achieve
accuracy or quality scalability of these vectors. A selective
layered structure is used to reduce the number of motion
vectors transmitted when appropriate. In a wavelet-based
2-D+t video coder, Tagliasacchi et al. [15] encoded the nodes
of the quad-tree, resulting from the variable size block matching, from top to bottom starting from the most significant bitplane. In the paper by Agostini et al. [16], an approach of
quantization of MVs is used, in the framework of waveletbased video coding, and the authors focus on a model-based
analytical evaluation of optimal tradeoff between MV rate and
coefficient rate.
Our technique is not based on VQ and provides a datadriven solution rather than a model-based one. The main
difference between the proposed solution and those that can
be found in the scientific literature is that we propose to use
two different motion vectors for computing the residual and
the prediction. The residual is sent (after transformation and
quantization) to the decoder, so it can be computed using
the most accurate vector. On the contrary, the prediction
is obtained by using the encoded motion vector: this costs
some bit-rate, but we can reduce this cost if the motion
information is quantized. Of course, this can also increase
the distortion. For this reason we consider a rate-distortion
optimized framework: the encoder computes the reconstructed
block as the decoder would do, and decides whether using a
quantized motion vector after evaluating an RD cost function.
In any case the encoder stores the decoded block and uses
it as a reference for next frames encoding, thus assuring
that no drift is introduced between encoder and decoder.
This approach is novel in the literature (at the authors’ best
knowledge) and constitutes the main contribution of this paper.
Unlike previous approaches [16], we refer to a H.264/AVClike framework, where the proposed technique is implemented
as a new coding mode in competition with the existing ones.
Of course, the introduction of new coding modes does not
assure an improvement of the coding efficiency. Indeed, if on
the one hand it increases the signalling cost (i.e., the coding
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cost of any selected mode) for all the MBs, on the other hand,
the new mode could achieve better performance than classical
ones for some other MBs. One of the targets of this paper is to
verify that the gains associated with the new mode surpass the
losses. Of course, the proposed technique aims at improving
the performance of an hybrid video encoder above all at low
bit-rates, where the coding cost of MVs can be too high. Of
course, many techniques for low bit-rate video coding exist,
like the decoder-side motion vector derivation [17], or the
motion vector competition described in [4], which has been
introduced in many of the proposals for the new ISO/ITU
video coding standard, as the one of France Telecom, NTT,
NTT DOCOMO, Panasonic and Technicolor [18]. However,
all these techniques are not alternative to the one we propose
here, and on the contrary they can be used together with ours.
As the main new tool of this mode is the quantization of
the MV, we call it quantized motion vector mode (QMV).
Note that the term “mode” is borrowed from the H.264/AVC
terminology, since the proposed technique naturally can be
described as it was an additional mode for H.264/AVC; for
this reason we use (with some abuse) the term mode in order
to refer to the proposed technique. However, we emphasize
that on one hand the proposed technique is not a part of the
standard, and on the other that it can be used in any hybrid
video coder. We implemented it into the H.264 JM/KTA, in
order to take advantage from its excellent motion model and to
compare the RD performance of the proposed technique with
that of the standard modes.
The introduction of the QMV techniques requires to deal
with several relevant problems, such as the encoding of quantized MVs, and the selection and encoding of the quantization
step. One important issue is also the fact that the predictive
coding of the MVs could not be a convenient strategy anymore.
We describe these issues in this paper, as follows: the new
coding mode is presented in Section II; Section III introduces
the crucial question of the selection and encoding of the
motion quantization steps; the quantization of the MVs and
the resulting issues are described in Section IV; experimental
setup and results are reported in Section V, while Section VI
draws conclusions and ends this paper.
II. New Coding Mode
In this section, we introduce the new mode in the framework
of RD optimized video coding. This mode have been inserted
into the JM-KTA [5] implementation of H.264/AVC, but it
could be inserted in any hybrid coder allowing different modes.
The encoder will compare the new mode to the standard
modes to find the best one, i.e., the one optimizing the
RD performance. This target is achieved by evaluating the
Lagrangian cost function Ji associated with the ith mode:
Ji = Di + λmode Ri . The basic idea is that we can tune the
rate allocation by choosing among the non-QMV modes or a
QMV mode with a suitable quantization step for MVs.
A. General Description
The new coding mode is summarized in Fig. 2, where we
describe the encoder and the decoder. The decoder performs a
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size) should ideally be made according to its final effect on
the decoded video. The goal of the encoder is to minimize
the distortion D subject to a constraint on the rate R (ratedistortion optimization, RDO [19]). Let Qp be the residual
quantization step; the cost function for the mode i is


(1)
Ji (Qp , λmode ) = Di (Qp ) + λmode Ri (Qp ) .

Fig. 2. New coding mode: quantization of motion vectors. In red: the
information that the encoder sends to the decoder. The dashed box represents
the decoder. The reference information BREF is known both by the encoder
and the decoder.

subset of the operations of the encoder, and it is highlighted by
the blue dashed box. The quantities computed at the encoder
and sent to the decoder are highlighted by a red dotted box.
The new coding mode works as follows: first, an accurate
(i.e., non-quantized) motion vector v∗ is computed by classical
motion estimation (ME), and is used in order to compute the
motion-compensated residual ρ, for each MB B. Such residual
is then transformed, quantized by Qp and sent to the decoder
(after lossless coding), like in all hybrid coders. The difference
between this mode and the standard INTERmode is that the
MV v∗ is quantized by a simple uniform scalar quantization
of its components with a step Qv . We differ to Section III the
problem of efficiently selecting and encoding Qv . Knowing
the quantization index ṽ and the quantization step Qv , the
encoder can use them to perform motion compensation on the
reference image, which is the same available at the decoder.
Adding the residual to the motion-compensated prediction,
the decoded block can be computed, exactly as the decoder
would do. The encoder can therefore compute the associated
distortion, and then the rate, by losslessly encoding Qv , ṽ
and θ̃. Hence, the encoder can take an RD-optimized decision
about using the new mode or not. Further details about the
RD cost computation are given in the next section.
Fig. 2 allows us to promptly catch the difference between
the standard INTER mode and the new QMV: in the former,
the same motion vector v∗ is used to compute the motioncompensated prediction BREF (v∗ ) and the residual ρ̃(Qp ). In
the latter, the motion vector is quantized before being sent,
but the encoder and the decoder still use the same prediction
(computed with the quantized vector) and the same residual
(computed with the original one v∗ ). Finally, when the new
mode is actually used to encode the current macroblock, the
reference frame is updated accordingly. Therefore, there is no
drift between the encoder and the decoder. In this sense, the
proposed scheme is a closed-loop prediction.
B. Rate-Distortion Optimization in Hybrid Video Coding
In a generic hybrid coder each MB can be encoded in
different ways, called modes. Even if standards do not impose
any constraint about which mode should be chosen for a MB,
in order to achieve efficient RD performance, any decision
(the choice of a mode, of the MV or of the spatial transform’s

The RDO problem is solved by computing the cost function
for each mode i, and then selecting the mode with the minimal
cost. This choice depends on the quantization step and on the
Lagrangian parameter λmode , which, in turn, is usually chosen
as a function of Qp . In H.264/AVC one can choose [20]
λmode = 0.85 · 2Qp /3−4 .

(2)

Similar formulas exist for other encoders. For MPEG-2 it has
be shown that λmode = 0.85Q2p [19]. In order to solve the RDO
problem, we must compute the distortion, defined as a function
of the error between the original MB B and its reconstructed
 to this end, the SAD or the SSD are usually chosen.
version B;
In particular, if we represent with p ∈ Z2 the pixel location
and with S the support of the macroblock, the distortion can
be expressed as

 



  =
D = B − B
(3)
|B(p) − B(p)|


p∈S

where we indicate with B(p) the luminance value of the block
B in the position p. The parameter  is equal to 1 for the SAD
or to 2 for the SSD.2 As far as the coding rate is concerned,
for the non-motion compensated modes, it amounts to the cost
of transmitting the quantized transform coefficients plus the
signalling of the selected mode. For the motion-compensated
modes, we should add the motion information cost.
For the INTRA mode, if we call P the prediction of the
current MB,3 ρ the residual, and T [·] the transform operator,
we have
ρ = B−P
θ̃(Qp ) = Q(θ, Qp )

θ = T [ρ]



 p ) = T −1 Q∗ (θ̃, Qp ) + P
B(Q

where we introduced the transform coefficients θ, the corresponding quantization index θ̃, and the reconstructed mac Moreover, we introduced the quantization function
roblock B.
Q (associating a quantization index to the input, given a quantization step) and the function Q∗ (returning the quantization
level associated with an index z and to a quantization step).
Often a uniform quantization is used, such that
Q(x, Qp ) = round
Q∗ (z, Qp ) = Qp z

x
Qp

2 Note that (3) contains a little abuse of notation, since we should have


written B − 
B . However, we will keep the simplified notation for the

sake of readability.
3 We remark that in H.264/AVC there exist two spatial transforms and several
spatial prediction techniques for each of them, so there is a considerable
number of INTRA modes. Moreover, P is always computed with data
available to the decoder as well. Finally, for encoders that do not perform
spatial prediction (as MPEG-2), we can assume P = 0.
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where the function round is the rounding toward the nearest
integer. However, in more recent codecs a deadzone quantization, with a central cell larger than others, is used. When
the central cell is twice as large as the others, the Q(·, ·) and
Q∗ (·, ·) function are described by
x
Q(x, Qp ) = fix
Qp
1
∗
Q (z, Qp ) = Qp (z + sign(z))
(4)
2
where the function fix(·) is the rounding to the nearest integer toward zero, and sign(·) is the usual signum function:
sign(x) = −1 if x < 0, sign(x) = 0 if x = 0, and sign(x) = 1 if
x > 0. H.264/AVC employs dead-zone quantization as well,
but the formulas are different from those reported here, in
order to address some specific issue. In particular in H.264
quantization can be performed by only using bit-shifts, sums
and subtractions, and the actual quantization process depends
on the MB mode (INTER/INTRA) and on the type of data
(luma/chroma). We refer the interested reader to the paper by
Malvar et al. [21] or to the ITU-T recommendation [22] for
further details.
Now we can compute the distortion and the rate for any
INTRA mode



 p )
D(Qp ) = B − B(Q

 

= ρ − T −1 Q∗ (θ̃, Qp ) 
R(Qp ) = R(θ̃(Qp )) + Rmode
JINTRA (Qp , λmode )

= D(Qp ) + λmode R(Qp ).

We note that the Rmode term accounts for the signalling of the
chosen transform and prediction scheme.
The computation of the cost function for the motion compensated modes is more complex than the one for the INTRA
mode, since it depends on the MV as well. Therefore, let
BREF (v) be the motion compensated prediction of the MB,
computed using the motion vector v.
For each candidate motion vector v in the search set V ,
we should compute the resulting decoded block, through the
motion compensated residual, its quantized transform and
finally the reconstructed residual. The reconstructed residual
is used by the decoder to produce the reconstructed image, by
adding it to the motion compensated prediction. In conclusion,
we would have a cost function depending on v
JINTER (Qp , λmode , v) = D(Qp , v) + λmode R(Qp , v).

(5)

The ME should performed by searching the argument minimizing (5)
v∗ (Qp , λmode ) = arg min JINTER (Qp , λmode , v).
v

(6)

This way to compute v∗ , even though optimal, is hardly, if
ever, used in practice, because it is far too complex [19]:
for each candidate vector in the search set, the whole coding/decoding process should be carried out in order to find the
best possible vector. Since the number of candidate vectors can
be very large, this approach is unfeasible, all the more because
there exist suboptimal ME techniques which allow us to
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largely reduce the computational complexity without affecting
too much the final performance. These techniques split the cost
function evaluation in two phases: first, a simplified motion
estimation is performed, in order to find a “good”4 motion
vector. Then, the actual impact of this vector (and only of it)
on final rate and distortion is computed.
In details, the ME is performed by using some function of
the so-called displaced frame difference (DFD) as distortion
measure, without considering the quantized coefficients of the
residual. Then, the best vector is computed as the solution of
the Lagrangian problem
v∗ (λME ) = arg min DDFD (v) + λME R(v)
v∈V

(7)

where R(v) is the rate for encoding the motion vector v. As
far as λME is concerned, it has been shown in [20] that a
reasonable choice is
1

λME = λmode
.

(8)

The cost function computation proceeds as follows:
ρ(v∗ (λME )) = B − BREF (v∗ (λME ))


θ(v∗ (λME )) = T ρ(v∗ (λME ))


θ̃(Qp , λME ) = Q θ(v∗ (λME )), Qp
 

ρ̃(Qp , λME ) = T −1 Q∗ θ̃(Qp , λME ), Qp .
Like in the case of INTRA modes, a deadzone or a uniform
quantizer can be used. In conclusion, the distortion associated
to this mode is


D(Qp , λME ) = B − BREF (v∗ (λME )) − ρ̃(Qp , λME )
 ∗

= ρ(v (λME )) − ρ̃(Qp , λME )


while the final rate is
R(Qp , λME ) = R(v∗ (λME )) + R(θ̃(Qp , λME )) + Rmode .
In conclusion, in sight of (8) the mode cost function is
JINTER (Qp , λmode ) = D(Qp , λME ) + λmode R(Qp , λME ).
Finally, we observe that there exist several variants of the
INTER16×16 mode. In these variants the MB is split in two or
four blocks (in this case, each of the four blocks can be further
split into two or four sub-blocks). According to the block size,
these modes are called INTER16×8, INTER8×16, and so on.
Of course, these divisions increase the coding cost, because a
new motion vector is needed for each sub-block. However the
distortion is hopefully reduced, so it makes sense to perform
a Lagrangian competition among the INTER modes.
While these modes provide a smaller distortion at the cost
of a higher coding rate, the SKIP mode explores the RD
curve at the opposite side. When this mode is used, only the
signalling information is sent, and the MB is reconstructed by
copying the macroblock from the reference image at a position
inferred from the motion vectors of the neighbors MBs. This
mode has an extremely low coding cost, but the reconstructed
quality cannot be very good. However, this mode is extremely
effective for low-activity areas and can dramatically improve
the coding efficiency at low bit-rates or for low motion videos.
4 The

“best” vector is the one in (6).
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C. The Cost Function of the QMV Mode
First of all, we perform a Lagrangian ME similar to the one
used for the INTER mode and described for example in [20].
The only differences are that the search grid can be in principle
finer5 and the Lagrangian parameter (used to trade off between
cost and accuracy of MV) is not necessarily the same used
for INTER MV estimation. We use the estimated vector v∗ to
compute the residual. Let B be the original MB, and BREF (v)
the MB from the reference slice, compensated with a MV v;
then ρ(v∗ ) = B−BREF (v∗ ) is the motion-compensated residual,
θ̃ = fix TQ[ρ]
is the quantization index of the transformed
p


residual, and ρ̃(Qp ) = T −1 Q∗ (θ̃, Qp ) is the reconstructed
residual at the decoder.
Then, we send to the decoder the quantized version of
the vector v∗ . For coherence with previous notation, we call
ṽ(Qv ) the quantization index. It can be obtained by uniform
scalar quantization of the vector’s components: in this case the
reconstructed vector would be Qv ṽ(Qv ) = Qv round (v∗ /Qv ),
but any degraded version of v∗ could be used, provided that its
coding cost is less than the original vector, and the associated
distortion is not much higher. As we will shown in Section IV
this can be achieved in different ways. However, in the rest
of this section for simplicity we will consider the case of
uniform quantization. In conclusion, the reconstructed MB
 is obtained by adding to the residual ρ̃(Qp ), a motionB
compensated prediction computed with ṽ
 p , Qv ) = BREF (Qv ṽ(Qv )) + ρ̃(Qp ).
B(Q

(9)

In this equation we observe that the decoded block depends on
both Qp and Qv , while, in the classic INTER case, it would of
course depend only on Qp . This is a key point for our mode
since, by tuning the two quantization steps, we can manage
the RD tradeoff between coefficients and MVs representation.
Coming to the QMV mode cost function, it is easy to show
that


D(Qp , Qv ) = ρ(Qv ṽ(Qv )) − ρ̃(Qp )
(10)
where ρ(Qv ṽ(Qv )) = B − BREF (Qv ṽ(Qv )) is the residual of
the motion compensation with the quantized vector; the rate
is given by
R(Qp , Qv ) = Rmode + R[θ̃(Qp )] + R[ṽ(Qv )] + R(Qv ).

(11)

The signalling rate Rmode and the coefficient rate R[θ̃(Qp )]
are computed as usual via the entropy encoder; the MV rate
R[ṽ(Qv )] depends on the MV coding technique, described in
Section IV; moreover we observe that in principle a different
Qv could be used in each MB, so we account for its coding
cost in (11) with the term R(Qv ). This issue is tackled in
Section III. In conclusion, the resulting cost function for the
QMV mode is

For some assigned Qv , Qp , and λmode , we find the cost
function for the new mode. This value should be compared
with the cost function of the other modes, and if it is the
smallest, the QMV mode is selected.

III. Selection and Encoding of the Motion
Quantization Step
A central problem for an efficient implementation of the
QMV mode is the selection and encoding of the quantization
step Qv of the current MV. To this end, we consider the cost
function J(Qp , Qv , λmode ) as in (12). We consider that Qp has
been chosen as input parameter and as a consequence, λmode
is determined by (2), so we drop the dependency of J from
these parameters. Thus for each MB, we would like to use the
best Qv , i.e., the one minimizing J: Q∗v = arg minQv ∈R J(Qv ).
However if we use too many bits to represent Qv for each
macroblock, all the rate saving obtained by the quantization
of MVs is lost. So we resort to a simpler solution by using
a double-pass coding strategy. In a first scanning of the
current slice, we gather the estimation of the cost function
in J(Qv , k), where k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} is the MB index, K is
the number of MBs, and Qv is allowed to vary in a discrete
set6 SQ . In this first step we do not encode any MB, since
the actual Qv value has not been chosen yet. However at
the end of this first step we have an estimation of the cost
function values as function of Qv and of the MB index k.
Then we try to represent in an efficient way the whole vector
Q∗v = {Q∗v (1), Q∗v (2), . . . Q∗v (k), . . .}, where Q∗v (k) is the best
step for the kth MB. Many strategies can be envisaged for
the representation of Q∗v , and the rate R(Qv ) depends on the
strategy and the set SQ . We consider a couple of possible
cases, one ideal, the other very simple, but effective.
A. “Oracle” Strategy
The encoder uses the optimal vector Q∗v , but no bit is
accounted for its coding cost. This gives us an upper bound
on the achievable performance of the QMV mode, and it
corresponds to the case of an ideal coding of Q∗v (or, to the
case of an “oracle” decoder, capable to know the Qv used
for each MB). In other words, in this case we should have
R(Qv ) ≈ log2 |SQ |, but we set R(Qv ) = 0.
B. “Minsum” Strategy

JQMV (Qp , Qv , λmode ) = D(Qp , Qv ) + λmode R(Qp , Qv ). (12)

We use a single value of Qv for the whole slice, namely the
one minimizing k J(Qv , k). In this way the coding cost of
Qv (coded by CABAC or CAVCL) is practically negligible,
since it is shared among all the MBs of the slice: R(Qv ) ≈
log2 |SQ |/K.
The “Oracle” strategy allows us to evaluate the performance
of the new mode in an ideal case. Even though one can
expect that the “Oracle” strategy always performs better than
the “Minsum” one, experiments show that sometimes this is

our experiments, we use a 18 -pixel grid for ME, because we want a
good accuracy for the MVs before quantization. This is accurate enough, as
we are targeting low-to-medium bit-rates. Moreover, the 18 -pel ME is already
implemented in the KTA.

6 The process of quantization consists in a priori subdividing the range of
a signal in a finite number of intervals, so the choice of the intervals size has
a sensible effect. In this case, the variation of the MVs has to be evaluated,
in order to adapt the dynamic of the quantizer to the one of the data.

5 In
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Fig. 3. Neighborhood used for coding MVs in the QMV mode D is used
for prediction when C is unavailable.

not the case. The reason is that the choice of quantization
step vector is performed minimizing a cost function which
is only estimated: it is the cost function that we would have
if all blocks were coded with QMV, so it is not always a
exact estimation. However, we have to determine the vector
Q∗v in order to obtain the real cost function, so we are in
a dead end. We decided to compute the cost function as
described because this is a simple solution and, as shown
in the experimental section, it gives good results. On the
other hand, the Minsum strategy can be implemented in
practice.

IV. Coding the Quantized Motion Vectors
The new mode has to be competitive with the standard
INTER modes, which benefit from a high-performance lossless
coding of motion vectors. This coding exploits the median predictor based on neighboring vectors, and on CABAC coding
of the prediction error. As a consequence, the coding cost
for MVs can be quite small. Therefore, we need to use an
efficient lossless coding of quantized motion vectors in order
to really obtain a rate reduction. Our idea is to extend the
H.264/AVC MV coding technique to cases where the QMV
are included. We have then to define how to code the vectors
for the QMV mode and how to code INTER MVs when some
of the neighbors are quantized. We present in Section IV-A our
method for coding the quantized vectors. In Section IV-B, we
deal with the problem of the predictive coding of these vectors.
Section IV-C presents an approach for further improving the
prediction of the quantized MVs.
A. Coding of the Quantized Motion Vectors
The motion-compensated modes in H.264/AVC perform a
very efficient MV coding: with reference to Fig. 3, the current
MV v is predicted as the component-by-component median
of v1 , v2 and v3 and the prediction error is encoded with the
entropy coder. If the MV in C is not available, the vector of
D is used instead, while if other vectors are unavailable yet,
one of the available vectors is used according to the reference
slice of the current and neighboring blocks.
For the QMV mode, the fact that the MBs can have vectors
quantized with different steps is taken into account (an INTER
MB is considered as a QMV MB with a quantization step equal
to the ME resolution). This is managed by considering the dequantized value Qv ·ṽ(Qv ) for all the available vectors, be them
QMV MB or ordinary INTER MB. This de-quantization brings
back all the vectors of the neighborhood to the same resolution,
so that the median operator can be applied to them. If we call
v1 , v2 , and v3 the de-quantized vectors for MBs A, B, and
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C, respectively (supposing that all of them are available), we
define the predictor v̂ of the current vector as the median of
v1 ,v2 , and v3 . The vector prediction is quantized using the
step Qv , and the prediction error (ṽ) is sent to the entropy
coder


(ṽ) = ṽ − v̂˜ = round v∗ /Qv − round (v̂/Qv ) .
If some vectors of macroblocks A, B, and C are not available,
the neighborhood is formed according to the standard rules of
H.264/AVC.
Even in the case when the current MB is an ordinary
INTER, the MV coding technique must be adapted because
the neighbors could be QMV. Since an INTER MB is considered as a QMV MB with a quantization step equal to the
ME resolution, we can simply apply the technique we have
just described: predictive coding of de-quantized vectors and
possibly re-quantization with the appropriate quantization step.
We explicitly remark that, when none of the neighbors of the
current MV is a QMV MB, this technique becomes equivalent
to the ordinary MV coding of H.264/AVC.
B. Switch on the Prediction of the Quantized Vectors
The MVs can be quantized with different Qv but smaller
dimension of MBs can lead to a wrong prediction. We know
that MVs are predicted from a suitable neighborhood and
the prediction error is losslessly encoded. The predictor is
obtained from the median of the de-quantized vectors, but
each one is de-quantized with its optimal step, and if the steps
are very different, the reconstruction levels have a different
precision. The more these levels are different, the more the
error on prediction of the current block will increase because
the predictor does not utilize the original version of MV but
the de-quantized version. For example, in the QMV8×8 mode
where the MBs are split into four blocks, this perturbation is
not negligible, and it could even further increase for smaller
˜ with
block sizes. We denote the prediction error as (
v) = 
v−v̂,

v the quantized motion vector, and v̂˜ its prediction. The energy
(
v)2 , and it
of prediction error for a slice is then σ2 =
is compared with the energy of the quantized vectors for a
slice σv2 = 
v2 . The expected result is that residual energy
is smaller than vector energy, so transmitting the prediction
error is more convenient than transmitting the vectors. But,
if σ2 ≥ σv2 , the prediction gives no gain, and it is better to
directly transmit the vectors.
This problem can increase the total bit-rate. The distortion is not impacted, because it is computed from transform
coefficients, but the increase of bit-rate will deteriorate the
coding efficiency of the QMV mode. We have analyzed some
possible solutions in order to take into account the influence of
prediction coming from different quantization steps. A first one
is to introduce a criterion in order to choose if the transmission
of prediction error is more convenient than the transmission
of original vectors.
In order to evaluate the importance of the prediction, two
different values of JQMV have to be considered in the first pass.
For each Qv in the candidate set, one can compute
JQMV,pred (Qv ) = Dpred (Qv ) + λmode Rpred (Qv )
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TABLE I
Test Sequences

Fig. 4. Current MB (in red) and its neighborhood for quantized MVs
prediction.

which gives the best quantization step Q∗v,pred in the case of
predictive coding, and

Sequence
Container

Resol.
CIF

Foreman
Mobile
Tempete

CIF
CIF
CIF

300
300
300

City

SD

600

Frames
300

JQMV,vect (Qv ) = Dvect (Qv ) + λmode Rvect (Qv )
which gives Q∗v,vect . Then, the two different JQMV , valuated
with the respective best Q∗v , are compared. At the second pass,
if the minimum of the two JQMV corresponds to JQMV,pred ,
computed with the rate of residual error, the second pass is
not changed and Q∗v,pred is used. Otherwise, a non-predictive
coding is done, i.e., in the second pass JQMV,vect is computed
with Q∗v,vect and the rate obtained from the encoding of
quantized MVs.
It should be remarked that, according to the Qv selection strategy of Section III, there exist two different ways
to compare JQMV . For the “Oracle” case, JQMV,pred (Q∗v,pred )
and JQMV,vect (Q∗v,vect ) are compared for each MB, because it
can have different best Q∗v and the minimum between the
predictive or not-predictive JQMV is chosen. For the “Minsum”
case, the best Q∗v is chosen for the whole slice, so two global
JQMV have to be estimated and then compared

k
JQMV,pred
(Q∗v,pred )
JQMV,pred =
k

JQMV,vect =



k
JQMV,vect
(Q∗v,vect )

k

where k is the MB index. The choice of predictive or nonpredictive coding is done for the whole slice.
C. Adaptive Prediction Constrained on Qv Values
If the neighborhood is composed of quantized MVs with
different Qv (“Oracle” case), the prediction error on current
quantized motion vector could have a significant energy, when
the accuracy of the motion vectors is very high. To reduce
this energy, we only use for prediction the MVs that have
been quantized with the same precision. In Fig. 4 for example,
the current MB has quantization step Qv1 . Normally, for its
prediction, we compute a median with macroblocks A, B, C.
If we consider the constraint on Qv values, we have to use
only the MV of macroblock A, because its quantization step
is equal to Qv1 . If the current MB has quantization step Qv0 ,
we can use the MVs of B and C, and so on.

Soccer

SD

600

Experiments
RD chart
Bjontegaard metric
Bjontegaard metric
Bjontegaard metric
Mode distribution
RD chart
Bjontegaard metric
Operational points,
std modes
Operational points,
with new mode
RD chart
Bjontegaard metric
RD chart
Bjontegaard metric

Fig. 7(a)
Table II
Table II
Table II
Fig. 6
Fig. 7(b)
Table II
Fig. 1
Fig. 5
Fig. 8(a)
Table II
Fig. 8(b)
Table II

following, with 1/8-pel ME enabled. In our experiments, we
used the profile FREXT High, the following parameters for the
ME: no fast ME, unrestricted search range, 32 pixels search
range, no rate control, a GOP structure of IPP...P, and all the
other parameters are set by default. Results for the 16×16
and 8×8 partitions, and results when both the 16×16 and
8×8 partitions are enabled, are presented. On the contrary,
we do not consider the case where the 4×4 mode is enabled,
since at low and low-to-medium rates this mode is selected
very rarely, and therefore it does not affect significantly the
RD performance. All of these results have been obtained
at the decoder. Table I summarizes the sequences and the
experimental setup. We consider the two variants of the
proposed mode (“Oracle” and “Minsum”) and we compare
them to H.264/AVC (with 1/4 pel ME) and H.264/AVC KTA
with 1/8 pel ME.
A. Operation Points
In a first test, the City sequence is coded with the modified
encoder (but similar results have been obtained for other
sequences and resolutions) and the average operation points
of the encoding modes are computed. The results are shown
in Fig. 5 for the “Minsum” mode. We observe a slight increase
in distortion for the new mode (about 0.03 dB in the average)
with respect to the INTER. On the other end, the average
rate needed for the MBs encoded in QMV mode is about
19% smaller than the average rate of MBs encoded with the
INTER. This does not mean that we should expect such a
rate reduction when using the new mode in the coder, since
it will not always be chosen. For this reason, it is interesting
to evaluate the relative frequency of selected modes when the
QMV is enabled: this is shown in the next section.
B. Mode Distribution

V. Experimental Setup and Results
The QMV mode has been integrated into the H.264/AVC
JM-KTA7 software (v.11.0 KTA 1.4 [5]), called H.264 in the
7 The main difference between the JM and the JM-KTA is that the latter
includes an 1/8-pel ME.

In Fig. 6 we show the mode distributions for the four
encoders (H.264/AVC at 1/4-pel and 1/8-pel motion estimations, and new coding mode with both strategies “Oracle”
and “Minsum”), for the sequence Tempete at CIF resolution.
The set of available Qv values is SQ = { 18 , 28 , 38 , 48 , 85 , 68 , 78 , 1},
weighted by the MVs dynamic range. In the “Oracle” case,
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Fig. 5.
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Operation points with the new QMV 16×16 mode, sequence City.

Fig. 7. Rate-distortion performance of the QMV coding mode, CIF sequences. (a) Container CIF at 30 frames/s. (b) Tempete CIF at 30 frames/s.

Fig. 6. Mode distribution, 16×16 and 8×8 enabled, for the sequence
Tempete. First row: H.264 at 1/4-pel, H.264 at 1/8-pel, second row: QMV
“Oracle,” QMV “Minsum.”

the QMV mode has replaced an important part of the INTER
mode. This is reasonable since “Oracle” chooses the best Qv
for each MB. When the more realistic “Minsum” strategy is
used, the QMV mode is frequently chosen at low bit-rates
(i.e., large Qp ). When the available bit-rate increases, the
INTER mode is chosen more frequently. Once again, similar
distributions have been observed for other sequences.
C. Coding Performance
In order to assess the rate-distortion performance of the
new mode, we considered all the six sequences shown in
Table I, and we encode them using the four configurations,
with 16×16 and 8×8 partitions enabled. Smallest partitions
are not enabled since we are interested in low-to-medium
bit-rate ranges, where in any case they would be selected
very seldom and enabling them would not alter the RD
performances. We also performed tests in which we enable
one or both of the 16×16 and 8×8 partitions. This choice

does not affect very much performance, so for the sake of
simplicity we do not mention it in the following. However all
the tests have been performed with the same partitions enabled
for the four encoders. Complete results are reported in Table II,
where we show the PSNR improvements and the percentual
rate savings of the two QMV coders with respect to the two
classic coders. We use the Bjontegaard metric [23], [24] (as
recommended by the VCEG and JVT standardization groups),
which provides the average bit-rate saving by computing the
average difference between two RD curves, and also the
difference between the distortion values expressed in PSNR.
Two rate intervals are considered: low (corresponding to Qp
ranging from 39 to 42) and medium (Qp from 36 to 39) rates.
For these same experiments, we also report a few RD charts
in Figs. 7 and 8. The first observation is that the proposed
mode improves the RD performance in all the tests. The largest
improvement is recorded w.r.t. H.264 with the 1/8-pel MV
precision: this was expected since we are observing low-tomedium rates, where the bit-budget needed for high precision
MVs is not affordable. When the QMV mode is enabled, the
MVs rate and the MVs precision are adapted, and thanks to
the quantization step this precision becomes variable and is
optimized according to the RD cost function. On the contrary,
with the classical implementation of H.264, the precision of
the MVs is fixed. Second, we notice that the “Oracle” encoder
has in general better performance than the “Minsum” one, but
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TABLE II
Per Cent Rate Savings (%R) and Differences Between PSNR Values (PSNR) Given by the Bjontegaard Metric for the QMV Mode
at Different Rates (Qp Between 36 to 39 for Medium Rates, and Qp Between 39 to 42 for Low Ones), Compared With H.264 and
H.264 With 1/8-pel Precision (H264

Strategy
Rate Range
Sequence
Reference
Container
H264
Container
H264 18 pel
Foreman
H264
Foreman
H264 18 pel
Mobile
H264
Mobile
H264 18 pel
Tempete
H264
Tempete
H264 18 pel
City
H264
City
H264 18 pel
Soccer
H264
Soccer
H264 18 pel

1
8 pel),

for CIF (Foreman, Tempete, Mobile, Container) and SD (City, Soccer) Sequences

“Oracle”
Low
Medium
%R
PSNR
%R
PSNR
−5.82
0.26
−11.83
0.41
−5.22
0.24
−4.23
0.15
−3.79
0.19
−3.78
0.18
−13.50
0.72
−12.8
0.64
−7.14
0.33
−8.49
0.40
−8.03
0.38
−6.00
0.30
−6.74
0.28
−6.62
0.29
−8.21
0.36
−6.26
0.28
−5.04
0.28
−10.04
0.40
−11.39
0.65
−8.55
0.36
−3.92
0.15
−2.99
0.12
−12.29
0.47
−7.83
0.33

“Minsum”
Low
Medium
%R
PSNR
%R
PSNR
−6.51
0.31
−9.93
0.34
−5.94
0.29
−2.33
0.08
−3.03
0.15
−0.07
0.00
−12.80
0.67
−9.50
0.44
−4.22
0.19
−3.38
0.15
−5.15
0.24
−0.87
0.04
−3.87
0.16
−4.20
0.18
−5.44
0.24
−3.83
0.17
−4.73
0.26
−5.60
0.21
−10.98
0.65
−4.08
0.15
−1.74
0.06
−0.01
0.00
−10.09
0.36
−4.84
0.20

Container, City) while the somewhat gains are limited when
the sequence presents irregular movements (Soccer, Foreman).
VI. Conclusion

Fig. 8. Rate-distortion performance of the QMV coding mode, SD
sequences. (a) City SD at 30 frames/s. (b) Soccer SD at 30 frames/s.

often the difference is small, and sometimes the “Minsum”
encoder has better performance. These results are in line with
our observations in Section III.
Finally we observe that the improvements are consistent
when the sequence resolution is changed, and that proposed
method takes better advantage from regular motion (e.g.,

Despite the excellent RD performances of the video coding
standard H.264/AVC, some intuitions suggest that we can
improve them using a more flexible motion coding. In this
paper, we proposed a new coding mode based on motion
vectors quantization. In order to insert this technique in
the highly optimized H.264/AVC encoder, we solved some
problems regarding the encoding of quantized MVs and the
choice and encoding of the quantization step. The experimental
results show that this new coding mode brings a non-negligible
gain. In facts, the best performances are widely better than
those of the H.264/AVC 1/4 or 1/8-pel coder.
Further improvements are expected when the proposed technique is extended to cover the cases where motion information
is even more important, as it happens e.g., when sub-blocks of
4 × 4 pixels are enabled. We also think that an improvement
of the coding efficiency could be achieved if any arbitrary
real value can be chosen as MV quantization step. We are
investigating whether a relationship can be found between
the optimal Qv and the current quantization step for the
coefficients. Another idea that we want to explore is to perform
a layered coding of motion vectors, in order to have an efficient
scalability in motion information as well. In this context, the
work presented in this paper can help in tackling a major
problem, that is the RD-optimized tradeoff between motion
vector and residual rate for each layer, thanks to the proposed
quantization strategy and the presented RDO framework.
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